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'vVe revisit slœwness observations for the sea slope probability density function as deduced using optical glitt;er l11eétSUl'elIlents collected in the 1950s.
This slope slœwness was addressed by Longuet-lIiggins who concluded that
localization of short steep wavelets along the phase of underlying longer
waves was the most lilœly physical cause for the phenomena. The present
work suggests that the actual wave 1'01'111 un der near-breaking conditions,
along with the varying population and length scales for these breaking events,
should also contribute to the skewness. This latter c0111ponent is a lm' gel'
factor for 1110derate to high winds while the former should dominate at light
winds. Tt is suggested that Cox and Munk's skewness estimate can be related to the modeling and remote sensing of wave breaking probability and
perhaps to quantif)Ting the critical l'ole that wave dissipation plays within
air-sea gas trans1'er.
lated to physical ocean surface pro cesses, su ch as the
rate of gas exchange across the sea surface.
For instance, there is increasing experimental evidence that breaking waves, which irnpact exchanges of
momentum, heat and gas, do contribute strongly to
certain remote sensing measurements. From a statistical viewpoint, wave breaking events occur infrequently,
These events are termed sporadic or intermittent, and
are difficult to quantify. Geometrically, the wave profile under breaking conditions is typica.lly characterized
with asymmetry aIle! steepness approaching a large critical value. The 1;ools necessary for precise field determinations rernain in clevelopment, nonetheless individual breaking events at a muHitude of length scales are

1. INTRODUCTION

An area of ullfilled promise in ocean re1110te sensing is
the development of a consistent inversion of sea surface
short wave characteristics via the ever-increasing complement of microwave and optical techniques. Snch an
interest stems largely from the potential of these measurements to provide information on geometrical and
kinematic properties of the sea surface that can be re-
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likely contributors to distinct sigllatures in optic:al and
microwave remot(:~ S8nsors:
This Ilote is primarily rocllsed cm issl1(~s p(;rtailling to
the infcrence of the ocean surface slope statisl.ics using
techniques that rely upon the qllasi-specular reflection
mec:hanisll1. The initial assurnption orten involœcl to interpret experilllelltai data in such studies i8 Gaussianity in the sUl'face slope probability distribution func!;ion (PDF). However, il, is q\lite clear from the seminal Cox and Munk sun glitter measurements ami thei!'
reportecl parameters [Cox alld lvlunk, 1956] that the
slope PDF exhibits substantial third and fourth order
corrections with respect to a Normal distribution [Cox
and IV[unk, 1956; Longuet-Higgins, 1982]. Olle irmnediate impact of non-Gaussiall wave slope statistics is
its place in modifying the predictecl OCCUl'rence of exceedingly steep and/or asymmetric slope values. A better identification of these statistical moment signatures
within remote sensing measurements [e.g. Chapron et
al., 2000; Liu et al., 1997] should help to clarify the
relation between these parameters and air-sea gas exchange, as well as the developrnent of possible strategies
to parameterize these exchanges in terms of remote sea
surface geometrical inferences.
Recently, even-order moments of the slope PDF were
addressed [Chapron et al., 2000] to show that observee!
distribution kurtosis is wholl)' consistent with a two
scale model for the ocean surface. This study inclicated
that the commonly invoked 'long-wave short-wave interaction' concept readily leads to a non-Gaussian, pealœcl
distribution. The present stucly concentrates on the
skewness of the sea slope distribution and revisit,'3 the
work of Longuet-l-Iiggins (1982) wllich in turn starts
l'rom Cox and iVIunk's (1956) observations. The primary obj("ctive is to take anothcr look al, the physical
explanation for the observed skewness.
2. OPTICALLY-DEDUCED SEA SURFACE
SLOPE DISTRIBUTIONS
The intensity of sun glitter versus the viewing angle
was useel by Cox and IvIunk for their slope PDF estimations. The teclmicallimitations of that stucly have been
weil documcllLecl. As reccntly re-evaluatecl [Chapron et
aL, 2000], the authors couic! not estimate
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rnenLs of Lhe distributions clue to lack of Ilonnalization.
They were lerL to approximate the dis tribu Lion statistics
using observations with an angular limit that left uncertainLy in those estimaLes [\iVentz, ]976]. ThaL itllalysis
uLilizecl a polynomial fit to capture the non-Gaussianity
and clirectionality tlwy olJservecl in Lhe data. The re-

gressioll was purfonuee! on Uw llatllrallogaritl1111 or their
inL(msity observations versus view angle, writt;en as
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with 8 Lhe slope value, 0:' tlw azinmtlml angle according to principal axis (the wincl direction), and a;;' the
fit coefficients. These coefficients were th en relatee! to
the expansion coefficients pertaining to the cUllmlants
of the slope distribution umler a Gram-Chal'lier approximation. Note that a o in Eq. 1 is an arbitrary offset
value clue to the inability to fully resolve the steepest
angles.
As developed, two key pararneters emerge with respect to llon-Gaussianity. These are the ratio (/,~ / 0.~2
ancl the odd-orcler coefficient al. A non-zero value for
the former indicates that the slope PDF exhibits a substantial clepart;ure t'rom CL parabolic fit approximation
corresponcling to CL pure Gaussian distribution. Cox and
Munk clicl find this term to be non-negligible and indicative of a distribution peakedness. We refer the reader
to Chapron et al. [2000] for a recellt re-interpretation
of these results and their physical relevance. For the
present paper we wish to recall that the pealœdness can
be directly attributed to the modulation of short-scale
wavelets by a raudolll underlying longer-scale processes
such as the long wave field, its varying steepness, win cl
gustiness etc... Moreover, that paper notes Lhe simple, yet perhaps subtle, issues involvecl when converting
from Cox and Munk's observed polynomial coefficients
to distribution moments for the case where exact values
for variances and higher-order moments are of illterest.
A non-zero value for the odd-order 0,1 coefficient inclicates an angular shift of the lllost-likely speculaI' point.
The study of Longuet-Higgins (1982) pl'Ovicles a robust
examination of this optically-derivecl eviclence for skewness of the surface slopes based upon the case stucly
data of Cox and Munk (1956). As observed, the mode
of the slope distribution clicl not occur at zero slope
for the case of wind-clriven slope data collectee! looking
along the Willd direction. As reporteel, the most-likely
slopé~ value is of the orcier 3 - 4° towarcls the dOWllWincl.
This apparent 'skewness', or shift angle (.6.) was not
observed looking in 1;]18 crosswind direction or for the
case where oil was usecl to clamp out cm-scale waves.
Longuet-Higgins computecl ct first-order clevelopment
using the Gra.rn-Charlier approximation that pennits a
link between observe cl 6 values and the coefFicient of
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Figure 1. lvIost-likely speculaI' points as cleclucec1 From Cox
and lvlunk fit parameter.

skewness (/\a). \iVe ,"voulel propose a slightly modiHecl,
but nearly equivalent, approach where accorcling to Eq.
1, the maximum intensity would approximately occur
at an angle given by

(2)
'vVe su!,~gest th"t sin ce the total variance is not directly estimated, an interpretation of this shift angle
in tenns of the skewness statistical parame ter is not
straightforwarel. A more precise rendering normalizes
al by the along-winel incomplete variance, 1/(a~ - CL2)'
This will result in somewhat smaller values comparee! to
the initial stucly concluctecl by Longuet-Higgins (1982).
R.egardless, the non-zero shift angle and its c1ependence
on the mean-square-slope (i.e. wind speed for the Cox
ane! Munk case) are still clearly in evidence as shown in
Figure 1.
3. IVIODELING NON-GAUSSIAN SEA
SUR.FACE SLOPES
Several questions are posecl within Longuet-Higgins
(1982). The rnajority of this effort c!eals with rnocleling
related to this question: V/hat is the physical explanation for the observed skewness'? The stue!y examines several possibilities to explain the observee! angular shift. The fi.rst approach is to consider the skewness of the individu al waves where one assumes the existence of a shiftec!, bounel second harmonic that distorts the linear fonn. Such a geometry should only

OCClU' ill (\ Lratlsiellt staLe, jllst bdorc~ brcakiug. 'l'he
allthor c:ouc:!wlt's that this c1T(~ct; llmy Iw relevant to
IOllger gravit)' waves Illlt iLs direct application L() the
l'auge 0[' high-fn~qltellcy waves that domillaLe the slope
PDF is SOlllcwlw,t llllclear. A sccolld possibility of skewness in waves wlwn consiclering ViSCOllS daillpiug is dismissecl clue Lo the very wcak COlIlflutecl impact. The
stucly's semch for physical explanatioll cllds with the
assumption of a clctenninistic: two scale model in wllich
capillary-gravity WcWE~S, c:olltributing the rnost 1,0 the
slope vari:\.nc(~, are lIloclulated in phase allc! mnplitucle
by a fast-propagating but slowly v:Lrying longer wave.
The au thor c:oncluc1es that this last phenomenon l("acls
to plausible agreement wit.h t.he clat.a in terniS of rnagnitucle amI sign for 6. Explic:it. in this choic:c is the realizatiol1 tlmt. slope skewness is clirecLly assoc:iated with
long wave steepness and propagation direction and tlms
there is no lleœssary fUllclarnent.al relation between the
wind stress and distribution slœwness. Moreover, the
sign c:an change if the angle belNieen Willd waves and
sweIl were 1,0 approach 7r.
'vVe postulate that t.his cleterrninistic and hyclrodynamic mode! for the skew effect shoulcl be rejoined with
th al, stllcly's fi.rst possibility - that the wave's themselves
can be skewecl unc!er near- breaking conditions. Moreover, the source of short-wave moclulation can be of
both hyclrodynamical and aerodynamical origins. Theoretically and experimentally, it is known that modlllational and direct wind input effects produce shorteninl;
and steepenillg of the shorter waves. The two main
physical explanations mentioned above can thus both
contribllte to the reslliting llOll-Gaussian slope statistics.
Undoubtedly, near-breaking wavelets canlocally clominate the slope variance (e.g. sea spilœs). Consequently,
the non-Gaussian statistics can be hypothesized to resuIt from the modulatecl occurrence of steep asymmetric
short waves along longer wave profiles. This modulated
occurrence contributes to an apparent moclulation of
the slope variance (between non-breaking and breaking short wave packets). If SUell intermittencies and
groupiness are sufIiciently sampled, a compound model
ma,)' be considered to clescribe the surface slope statistics [Chapron et al, 2000]. F'ollowing su ch a model, aIl
sources of l1on-stationarities and modulations, inclucling wave-wave interactions, wind input moclulation, local breaking, leads one to consicler the slope variance as
a ranclom variable. IvlathematicaIly, sucll a compound
model leads at the lowest evel1 orders to an expressioll
congruent with the empirica.l shape analysis proposed
by Cox and Munk, i.e. Eq. 1. Uncler such a development, the cleparture l'rom Gaussianity is explicitly
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associatecl with the variallce of the mean square slope
fluctuations, and will [;]ms collt.rol the value of the ratio
/ a /2 '
0. "
o
0
To augment the hyclrodynamical approach of LonguetHiggins, one can then follow the phenomenological approach introclucecl by Phillips [Phillips, 1985] to consider the skewness contribution associatecl with nearbreaking waves. The evaluation can be made by consiclering t.he average total length of breaking fronts al; a
given scale, A(k). The breaking fronts are conceptually
associated with isolated irregular line segments with discontinuous asymmetric slope changes. To simplify the
description, the sharp crestecl near-breaking waves are
further assumed to have self-similar asymmetric shapes
(bounel phase-shifted higher harmonics). Lm'ger breaking waves are then sim ply magnifiecl copies of smaller
brealœrs.
The total average surface coverecl by sharp crested
waves at a given scale pel' unit surface will be propotional to
A(A:)
clA(A:) ex --clA:
(3)
li;

leading to an expected total slope asymmetry proportional to
6 ex 6
A(k) clk
(4)
1
k

j'

where 6i is the self-similar asynunNry of an incliviclual
self-similar transient. As suggestecl by Phillips, the integration covers the gravity range. This range is limited
at high wavenumber to scale whose phase speecl is not
small compared with the friction velo city '[LA, i.e.

(5)
with Î' the surface tension. Indeed, in the range of small
gravit y waves (:::;15-20 cm and 23-5 cm), the dissipation will be dominatecl by the generation of parasitic
capillaries [I( uclryavtsev et al., 1999]According to Phillips, A(k) should vary as '1L~kl/2,
leading (;0 6 ex 'il; which is consistent with the Cox and
Munk's very short fetch glitter observations (see Figure
1). Under this phenomenological approach, it can also
be postulated that over the total average surface coverecl by active wave-breaking events, the surface slope
variance along the wind direction is necessarily limited
to a critic:al constant ma:xinl11l1l valllr~. The along-wincl
slope variance should tllUs also vary as '/l~..
However, under open sea conditions, A(k) and the total fraction of the surface covered by sporadic breaking
events will also clepend upon be non-vvind environmental conditions (e.g. swell amplitude and clirectionality,
current, a,tmospheric stability, slicks). These eŒects will

lilœly lilllit a direct identification between the slül't angle and the willd stress.
The cOlllbillatioll of the two-scale hycll'Oclynmnic: mode!
\Vith the multi-scale breaking phenomena provides two
skewness-generating pro cesses that are in play over 11108t
of the ocean most of the tirne. Their relative contribution or prec:eclellc:e will vary and they are also, in sonw
sense, inseparable. However, Olle anticipates that the
direct 10llg wave modulation eŒect will be most eviclent
at lighter wincls where field observations of the modulation transfer function show a trend nll1Ilillg l'rom a
maximum at lightest wincls, clecreasing \Vith lL A • ,Vave
breaking and thus actual wave geometry slœw will gellerally increase in proportion to the population of brea.king events, and corresponcling increase of the l'ange of
length scales involved in breaking. We reiterate that
some c:ombination of hyclrodynamic and aerodynamic
rnodulation along the longer waves is likely funclamental
to the breaking environment. Nonetheless, as clescribecl
above one can expect that, to first-orcler, the average
fraction of the surface covered by active wave breaking
events will scale \Vith 'u~ in a manner that may likely
follow fielcl-observed trends for wave breaking at micro
anclmacro-scales.

4. CONCLUSION
,Vith an overall objective to refine links between
ocean surface pro cesses ancl remote sensing measurements, it is necessary to have a precise sea surface
slope statistical description. In many stuclies, Gaussian
statistics are a leading assumption. This first-order approximation is numerically attractive and requires only
the variance for a complete model. However, optical
scattering measurements are shown to consistently indicate the need to report at least two parameters in
an even-orcier statistical analysis, in acldition to a systematic angular clisplacement of the !1lost intense glitter
reflection. A physical interpreta.tioll for observing infrequent steep élsymmetric slopes can be given via considering the moclulated occurrence of near breaking waves_
Nurnerous stuclies (e.g. Longuet-Higgins, 1982; Walsh
et al. 1998; Sha;w and Clll1rnside, 1997; Liu et al.,
1997) suggest; that high frequency radar and/or optical techniques élPplied at near-nadir incidence angles
shoulcl lead to further clarifications of the physics and
correlatives involvecl in detennining the slope distribut;ion. But from the presnt ananlysis, it is stressecl that
the clata-fitting procedures must include up to fourth
orc1er correctiolls. This is nec:essary to properly determine, as Cl minimum, the slope variance.
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'\Te anticipate that oue und goal for snell data shonld
be a bettur dutermimtUOll of wave breaking statistics,
amI improved qnantification or the l'ole or sharp!y c]'()sted
waves in gelS transfer across the sea snrface.
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